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ANSWERS TO TOPICAL EDITOR 
 

 

Minor remark from topical editor: 

 

- p.3, L 10-12: Please change: “It is easier to modify and tune the parameters in a regional 

configuration. Moreover, ORCA12 may benefit from the improvements of the regional 

configuration.” for “Moreover, it is easier to modify and tune the parameters in a regional 

configuration, and afterwards make the global ORCA12 configuration to benefit from the 

improvements of the regional configuration.” 

 

 
Author's response: 

As suggested, we changed the sentence, see P3, L10-11 of the track mode manuscript 

 

 

Minor remark from topical editor: 
- p.24, L. 24: remove the “).” in the middle of the line 

 

Author's response: 

As suggested, we removed the “).” In the middle of the line, see p25 L25 of the track 
mode manuscript. 

 

Minor remark from topical editor: 
- p.18 L 1 & 2: change “over the same period with different ENSO signals.” for “over the same 

period and therefore have different ENSO signals.” 

 

As suggested, we changed the sentence, see P18, L5 of the track mode manuscript 

 

Minor remark from topical editor: 
-p.18 L 10-11: change “were” for “are” as the rest of the paragraph is at the present tense 

 

As suggested, we changed “were” for “are” p18 L13 of the track mode manuscript. 
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Abstract 

INDO12 is a 1/12° regional version of the NEMO physical ocean model covering the whole 

Indonesian EEZ. It has been developed and is now running every week in the framework of 

the INDESO project (Infrastructure Development of Space Oceanography) implemented by 

the Indonesian Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries. 5 

The initial hydrographic conditions as well as open boundary conditions are derived from 

the operational global ocean forecasting system at 1/4° operated by Mercator Ocean. At-

mopheric forcing fields (3 hourly ECMWF analyses) are used to force the regional model. 

INDO12 is also forced by tidal currents and elevations, and by the inverse barometer ef-    

fect. The turbulent mixing induced by internal tides is taken into account through a specific 10 

parameterization. In this study we evaluate the model skill through comparisons with vari-

ous datasets including outputs of the parent model, climatologies, in-situ temperature and 

salinity measurements, and satellite data. The biogeochemical model results assessment        

is presented in a companion paper (Gutknecht et al., 2016). 

The simulated and altimeter-derived Eddy Kinetic Energy fields display similar patterns 15 

and confirm that tides are a dominant forcing in the area. The volume transport of the      

Indonesian ThroughFlow (ITF) is in good agreement with the INSTANT current meter esti-

mates while the transport through Luzon Strait is, on average, westward but probably too 

weak. Compared to satellite data, surface salinity and temperature fields display marked 

biases in the South China Sea. Significant water mass transformation occurs along the main 20 

routes of the ITF and compares well with observations. Vertical mixing is able to modify the 

South and North Pacific subtropical waters salinity maximum as seen   in TS diagrams.  

In spite of a few weaknesses, INDO12 proves to be able to provide a very realistic sim-

ulation of the ocean circulation and water mass transformation through the Indonesian    

Archipelago.Work is on-going to reduce or eliminate remaining problems in the second 25 

INDO12 version. 
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1 Introduction 

INDO12, a 1/12° regional version of the NEMO/OPA 9.0 (Madec et al.,1998) physical ocean 

model covering the whole Indonesian EEZ has been developed in a fully operational mode.  

It is now running every week in the framework of the INDESO project (Infrastructure Devel-

opment of Space Oceanography). This project has been devised and funded by the   Indone-5 

sian Ministry of Marine Affairs and Fisheries to support sustainable exploitation of Indone-

sian marine resources. The Indonesian infrastructure within this project has been designed 

and dimensioned for an operational system at 1/12°. Compared to ORCA12 (Global configu-

ration at 1/12°), INDO12 includes the tide effect that induces important processes in the In-

donesian region. ItMoreover, it is easier to modify and tune the parameters in a regional con-10 

figuration. Moreover, , and afterwards make the global ORCA12 mayconfiguration to benefit 

from the improvements of the regional configuration. INDESO actually includes the devel-

opment of a series of coupled ocean models including a biogeochemical model and a fish 

population dynamics models covering three commercially important tuna species (skipjack, 

yellowfin and bigeye tunas). Results of the biogeochemical model are presented in a compan-15 

ion paper (Gutknecht et al., 2016) while simulations of tuna population dynamics will be 

discussed in a further paper. More details about the INDESO projects can be found at 

http://www.indeso.web.id. 

The Indonesian archipelago is the only area where two major oceans, the Pacific and 

the Indian, are connected near the equator. An additional complicating factor comes from   20 

the internal variability associated with ENSO. The complex geometry of the coastlines, the 

strong tides and the seasonal reversal of monsoonal winds make it difficult to obtain a de-

tailed and realistic representation of the ocean circulation. Numerical models of the oceanic 

circulation through the Indonesian archipelago have been developed and prove to be rather 

successful. 25 

In this paper, we focused on the physics. A realistic modeling of the circulation in the 

Indonesian Archipelago helps to understand the role of the ITF at global scale. ITF car-      

ries water from the tropical Pacific into the Indian Ocean in a region where (i) the bottom 
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bathymetry is complicated (see Fig. 1), (ii) numerous narrow straits and deep interior (semi-

enclosed) basins down to 4000 m depth (Sulawesi, Molucca and Seram Seas) exist and      

(iii) tidal mixing permits the transformation of incoming Pacific source waters into different 

water masses. Thus, vertical mixing within the Indonesian Archipelago makes substantial 

changes to the incoming stratified Pacific thermocline waters. 5 

The major input of the ITF is the Mindanao Current that provides water from the upper 

thermocline (North Pacific Subtropical Water, NPSW) and North Pacific Intermediate Water 

(NPIW). This branch fills the archipelago through the Sulawesi Sea and then flows through 

the Makassar Strait (Gordon, 1986; Murray and Arief, 1988; Gordon and Fine, 1996). Be-

cause the Makassar strait is only 600 m deep, waters below this depth are prevented from 10 

progressing southward. About 80 % of the ITF transport is flowing through this shallow 

Makassar strait (mainly the thermocline waters), (Gordon et al., 2010). This branch of the   

ITF flows out of the archipelago through the Lombok Strait (about 20 % of the Makassar 

transport) or eventually reaches the Flores or Banda Seas to finally exit through Ombaï    

strait or Timor Passage (Gordon and Fine, 1996). 15 

Two secondary Eastern routes exist. The first route is taken by South Pacific Intermedi-

ate Water (SPIW) going from the South Equatorial Current (SEC) through the Maluku (or 

Molluca) Sea and the Lifamatola Strait into the Banda Sea and further through the Ombaï 

Strait or the Timor Passage into the Indian Ocean. The South Pacific Subtropical Water 

(SPSW) from the SEC takes the second route through the Halmahera and Seram Seas         20 

and eventually joins the first eastern route waters in the Banda Sea. 

Finally, an important path of the ITF is the flow through the SCS (South China Sea) and       

is referred as South China Sea Through-Flow (SCSTF). The cold and salty water inflow 

through the Luzon Strait becomes a warm and fresh water outflow through the Mindoro and 

Karimata straits, with a net volume transport of 2–4 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3 s−1 ), (see Qu et al., 25 

2004). 

The Indonesian archipelago is characterized by strong internal tides, which are trapped    

in the different semi-enclosed seas of the archipelago, inducing a strong mixing of water 
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masses. Susanto et al. (2005) observed internal solitary waves generated in stratified water   

by interaction of successive semi-diurnal tidal flows with the sill south of the Lombok strait. 

These waves create large vertical displacements of water masses that are important to       

vertical transport and the mixing of biogenic and non-biogenic components in the water  

column (Munk and Wunsh, 1998). 5 

Vertical mixing within the Indonesian Seas can alter the incoming stratified Pacific ther-

mocline waters. Salinity maximums of Pacific waters, 34.8 PSU in the North Pacific and       

35.4 PSU in the South Pacific are eroded during their residence in the Indonesian Seas.      

The ITF waters entering into the Indian Ocean are characterized by a unique water mass 

associated with a unique tropical stratification with a salinity of 34.6 PSU. As a result, the 10 

tropical Indian Ocean is cooled and freshened by the ITF, (Song and Gordon, 2004, 2005). 

Previous studies show that vertical mixing occurs mainly in regions of sharp topography  

such as sills or narrow straits (Ffield and Robertson, 2008; Koch-Larrouy et al., 2007). How-

ever, the exact location of water mass transformations remain unclear (Koch-Larrouy et al., 

2007). Different measurements of turbulent dissipation rates made during the INDOMIX 15 

2010 cruise (Koch-Larrouy et al., 2015) could certainly help to increase our knowledge and 

understanding of vertical eddy diffusivity values for use numerical models. 

To take into account internal tidal mixing, the model explicitly solves the barotropic tides. 

At the resolution of the model, only part of the baroclinic energy will be generated (Niwa  

and Hibiya, 2011). Nevertheless, how this energy will dissipate in the model remains unclear   20 

and the tidal mixing remains insufficient. To this end, an additional parameterization of tidal 

mixing is used to reproduce the effect of internal tides. This parameterization has especially 

been developed for OPA/NEMO in Indonesian Seas and gives satisfying results compared   

to observations (Koch-Larrouy et al., 2007, 2008 2010). 

This paper compares the result of the first INDESO simulation against previous results 25 

from literature detailed above in Indonesia Seas. It is organized as follows. Section 2 de-

scribes the INDO12 configuration. Section 3 shows different model comparisons with dif-

ferent relevant dataset in the area. We assess INDO12 dynamics against recent scientific 

literature. We compare meso-scale variability and tides with altimeter data and tide gauges. 
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Comparisons with satellite data such as SST and SSS are done. We also make compar-    

isons with monthly gridded fields combining ARGO floats (Array for Real-time Geostrophic 

Oceanography), Triangle Trans-Ocean Buoy Network (TRITON), and available conductivity 

temperature-depth (CTD). We compare model volume transport with transport estimates 

from the INSTANT campaign. Regarding the water mass transformation in the Indonesian 5 

Seas, we compare T /S diagrams of the INDO12 simulation to the parent and to obser-

vational data, such as climatology, the recent INDOMIX 2010 cruise (Koch-Larrouy et al., 

2014-AGU, 2015 in revision to Deep Sea) and instantaneous data in 2013. Finally, Sect. 4 

provides a summary of the results of this work. 

2 The INDO12 configuration 10 

2.1 The NEMO ocean model 

The regionalized configuration of the Indonesian Seas using OPA/NEMO model (Madec      

et al., 1998; Madec, 2008) in its NEMO2.3 version called INDO12 and developed at       

Mercator-Ocean is the circulation model used in the INDESO project. This NEMO2.3 ver-

sion has already been successfully applied to the IBI (Iberian-Biscay-Ireland) area (Maraldi 15 

et al., 2013).  It deals with the addition of high-frequency processes such as tide and the at-

mospheric pressure forcing. Specific numerical schemes such as time-splitting, non-linear 

free surface (Levier et al., 2007) and open boundary algorithms have been implemented or 

improved. Specific physical parameterizations for regional modeling have been added such 

as GLS turbulence model (Umlauf and Burchard, 2003) including wave impact and loga-20 

ritmic bottom friction. In addition, the vertical mixing induced by internal tides is taken into 

account using the parameterization of Koch-Larrouy et al. (2007) by artificially enhancing 

the vertical viscosity and the diffusion coefficients. In semi-enclosed seas, an approximate 

value of 1.5 cm2 .s−1 for eddy diffusivity has been estimated by Koch-Larrouy et al. (2007). 

Note that this background diffusivity is of the same order of magnitude as that used by 25 

Jochum and Potemra (2008). 
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The domain covers 20◦ S–25◦ N and 90–144◦ E (Fig. 1) and includes the entire EEZ   

(Exclusive Economic Zone) of Indonesia. The horizontal grid is an extraction of the global 

 

ORCA grid at 1/12◦ developed at Mercator Ocean. It is a quasi-regular grid over the Indone- 

sian area and with a mesh approximately equal to 9 km. In the vertical direction, the model 5 

uses a partial step z coordinate (Barnier et al., 2006). The vertical grid is spread over 50 

levels and has a depth-dependent resolution (1 m at surface to 450 m at the bottom). In the 

first 10 m, the layer thickness is less than 2 m, then rise to about 10 m at a depth of 50 m. 

The bathymetry used in this configuration is based on ETOPO2V2g (2’) and GEBCO (1’) 

and has been interpolated on the NEMO grid without any smoothing. Due to missing fore- 10 

shore in the model, a minimal threshold value of 7 m depth has been fixed. The bathymetry 

has been locally modified by a hand editing mainly in the straits and passages where the 

sill depths have a major interest and constrain the transports. As in Metzer et al. (2010),      

we report sill values on Table 1 and compare them to scientific literature. Note that correct 

sill depths are essential for proper model simulation (Gordon et al., 2003a). Without these 15 

changes, the outflow passages were quite incorrect with most of the flow going through the 

Lombok strait instead flowing through the Ombaï strait and the Timor passage. Note that   

the INDO12 configuration is coupled ‘online’ to the biogeochemistry model PISCES (see 

Gutknecht et al., 2016). 

2.2 External forcings 20 

Atmospheric forcing fields come from the European center (ECMWF) and have a high fre-

quency (3 h). “Bulk” formulae from CORE are used to model the atmosphere–ocean inter- 

face (Large and Yeager, 2004). The surface atmospheric pressure forcing is also explicitly 

considered. 

This configuration includes explicit tidal forcing. INDO12 has geopotential tidal forcing for 25 

M2, S2, N2 and K2 (the four largest semi-diurnal constituents) and for K1, O1, P1 and Q1 

(the four largest diurnal constituents). As in Maraldi et al. (2013), two long-period tides Mf 

and Mm and one non-linear constituent (compound tides) M4 are also added. These 11     
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tidal constituents come from the astronomical forcing TPX0.7 dataset(Egbert and Erofeeva, 

2002) are used to force open boundaries. 

 

A monthly runoff climatology is built with data on coastal runoffs and 99 major rivers from 

Dai and Trenberth (2002) and prescribed with a flux formulation. In addition, two important 5 

rivers (Mahakam and Kapuas on Borneo Island) with large enough rates (class 3) were     

added to this database. 

The penetration light scheme used in this simulation is based on a 4-bands decompo-    

sition of the light. 54 % of the solar radiation is trapped in the surface layer with an extinct-

tion depth of 0.35 m and the other part is decomposed following the red, green and blue 10 

wavelengths (Jerlov, 1968). The climatological chlorophyll values, required to calculate the 

absorption coefficients, were deduced from the global 1/4◦ input file built from the monthly 

SeaWifs climatological data (McClain et al., 2004). 

The longest available period to force the INDO12 model and to achieve the operational 

target set by the INDESO project was the Mercator-Ocean Global Ocean Forecasting Sys-15 

tem at 1/4◦ (PSY3V3R3) (Lellouche et al.,  2013), data from 2007 to 2013. Therefore,        

the INDO12 simulation starts on the 03
rd 

January 2007 with initial conditions coming from 

PSY3V3R3 run started three months before from a Levitus climatology (WOA 2005), see 

(Antonov et al., 2006).  

These conditions include temperature, salinity, currents and Sea Surface Height (SSH). 20 

Open boundary conditions (OBCs) are located on a relaxation band of 10 grid   points (∼ 1°) 

and come from daily output of the Global Ocean Forecasting System at 1/4° of Mercator 

Ocean. 

3  INDO12 assessment 

In order to evaluate the quality of the INDO12 simulation, several diagnostics were per-25 

formed on different variables such temperature, salinity and currents. Our performance    

analysis confronts the model results to the distinct available datasets. The first year (2007)   
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of the simulation is considered as the model spin-up phase. Consequently, only the 2008–

2013 simulated period is assessed. 

 

3.1 The mean circulation 

As noted by Ueki el al. (2003), the NGCC (New Guinea Coastal Current) exhibits a sea- 5 

sonal variability correlated to the monsoonal wind variation with a North-East wind stress 

during the Boreal winter and a South-West wind stress during the Boreal summer. It flows 

northward usually at the surface and is intensified during the Boreal summer. It flows south-

eastward during the boreal winter (see Fig. 2). The New Guinea Coastal Under Current 

(NGCUC) flows steadily northwestward during the whole year in the sub-surface thermo- 10 

cline layer (100–300 m) with an intensification during the boreal summer (see Fig. 3).  

 

In the Pacific region (Fig. 2), the intensity of SEC and (North Equatorial Counter Current) 

NECC increase during boreal winter, and are weaker during Boreal summer. The SEC and 

NECC are closely linked to the ITCZ (Inter Tropical Convergence Zone). They are stronger 15 

from August to December and weaker from March to May (see McPhaden et al., 1998). 

Between the surface and ∼ 100 m depth, the seasonal variability is well represented in the 

major exit passages of the Lombok Strait, Ombaï Strait and Timor Passage with a maximum 

velocity (maximum transport) during the SEM (South East Monsoon) (Sprintall et al., 2009). 

In the SCS, the circulation at the surface is cyclonic during the boreal winter and weakly  20 

anti-cyclonic during boreal summer, see (Fig. 2). 

In the Indian Ocean, the Eastward surface current, the SJC (South Java Current) flows    

along the Indian Ocean coast of Sumatra and Java only during the NEM (North East Mon-

soon). During the SEM, the SJC is mostly in the same direction as the westward flowing ITF 

(Sprintall et al., 2010), which is well reproduced in our simulation. The deeper South        25 

Java UnderCurrent (SJUC) flows also along the coast (400–800 m) in the model. It clearly 

seems that it is driven by Kelvin waves as mentioned by Sprintall et al. (2010) since it flows 

mainly eastward whatever the monsoon period. 
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3.2 EKE 

In order to describe the mesoscale and the eddy variability, the mean Eddy Kinetic Energy 5 

(EKE) is calculated. The EKE calculation is performed over the last three years (2010–2013) 

of the INDO12 simulation and compared to altimetry data (AVISO products), see Fig. 4. 

Saraceno et al. (2008) point out the difficulty of representing coastal processes with con-

ventional altimeter data. It is mainly due to intrinsic difficulties such as corrections applied to 

the altimeter data near the coast (e.g., the wet tropospheric component, high-frequency 10 

oceanographic signals, tidal corrections, etc.). The Indonesian Seas are no exception to the 

rule    due to the presence of numerous islands and an active atmospheric convection during 

the monsoons. In addition, in the equatorial band (5◦ S–5◦ N) the geostrophic approximation 

is not valid since the Coriolis force vanishes. 

Except in coastal regions, the EKE from INDO12 and the EKE derived from altimeter 15 

data have the same patterns for strongest values. They are localized along the Vietnam   

coast, near the Luzon strait (Kurushio intrusion in the SCS) and all along the Java coast 

(upwelling signature). In the INDO12 simulation, stronger values are found in all the straits 

and in the main exits (Lombok, Ombaï and Timor). As in Castruccio et al. (2013), large EKE 

values are also found within the Indonesian Seas, Celebes Sea, Flores Sea, Molluca Sea     20 

and the southern part of the Banda Sea. In the Pacific, Halmahera and Mindanao eddies       

as well as the NGCC also show a strong signature in the EKE field. On both sides of Luzon 

strait, the EKE from INDO12 exhibits weaker values than the EKE derived from altimeter 

data (AVISO). These weak EKE values corroborates the weak inflow as mentioned in the 

section 3.6. 25 

3.3 Tides 
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The four primary tidal components, namely M2, S2, K1, and O1 are found to be the        

major components that drive tidal forcing in the Indonesian Seas (Ffield and Robertson, 

2008; Kartadikaria et al., 2011). In this section, we present only two primary tidal compo-

nents, M2 and K1, the largest amplitude semidiurnal and diurnal constituents. Kartadikaria    

et al. (2011) have fully described the evolution of the M2 and the K1 tides in the Indonesian 5 

Seas. They show that (i) the propagation of the K1 is simpler than that of the M2 component 

(ii) and the K1 amplitude is smaller than that of M2. Here, the K1 and M2 constituents are 

compared to a hydrodynamic model of the barotropic tides constrained by satellite altime-  

try FES2012 (Carrere et al., 2012; Stammer et al., 2014). The INDO12 tidal sea surface  

elevation amplitude and phases were calculated as a complex amplitude using standard   10 

harmonic analysis applied to the sea surface height. Differences of tidal elevation between 

satellite altimeter data (TOPEX/POSEIDON, JASON 1 and JASON2) at crossover locations 

and models (INDO12 and FES2012) are shown in Fig. 5. For the M2 constituent, FES2012  

is closest to the observations excepted in the SCS. On the contrary, for the K1 constituent, 

INDO12 is closest to the observations except in the SCS and along the Australian coast.  15 

Differences of tidal elevation between tides gauges (circles) and models and are also given  

in the same figure. Closer to the coast, the discrepancy between tide gauges and INDO12     

is larger than between tide gauge and FES2012. This can be attributed to the lack of reso-

lution along the coast in INDO12 compared to the finite element FES2012. 

Figure 6 shows a power-spectrum analysis of hourly SSH from Tide gauges and from 20 

simulated moorings. As in Castruccio et al. (2012), at low frequencies (period larger than    

10 days), the model is in very good agreement with the observations. The spectral analy-     

sis shows that SSH fluctuations depict the same peaks at the dominant tidal frequencies,     

the diurnal (O1 and K1) and semidiurnal (M2 and S2). The same intensity is found in the 

model and in the observations. It confirms that tides are a dominant forcing in the area, and 25 

that the tidal current is dominated by the diurnal (O1 and K1) and semidiurnal (M2 and S2) 

frequencies. Non-linear constituents are represented by additional peaks at the higher har-

monics that contain less energy in the model than the observations. As mentioned in Ffield 

and Robertson (2008), model errors are mainly due to a topography, stratification, resolu-
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tion, and tidal forcing. Indeed, tide gauges are very close to the coast where the INDO12 

model is less able to well represent non-linear processes. Finally, non-linear tides seems   

also to have more energy in the model near the East of Sumatra coast (Fig. 6a) than in the 

Pacific (Fig. 6c). 

3.4 SSS: comparisons with Aquarius and Argo monthly data 5 

Due to the important role of the low salinity surface layer waters (coming from the SCS 

southward throughflow) on the ITF (Gordon et al., 2012), it is important to assess the SSS 

fields of INDO12. 

3.4.1 Aquarius data 

We used the Aquarius Level 3 sea surface salinity (SSS) standard mapped image data        10 

that contains gridded 1◦ spatial resolution SSS averaged over one month. This particular    

data set is the Monthly sea surface salinity product for version 3.0 of the Aquarius data 

set, which is the official second release of the operational data from AQUARIUS/SAC-D 

mission. A summary of improvements to this new version of the Aquarius data is available. 

For the previous version (V2.0), the estimated error for (monthly mean) was around 0.3–    15 

0.4 PSU (Lagerloef et al., 2013). A recent paper of Menezes et al. (2014) shows that rms 

difference between the Aquarius (7 day Level-3 product version 2.0) and Argo is about    

0.28 PSU in the tropical eastern basin of the Indian ocean [5–20◦ S; 90–140◦ E], i.e. in           

a region where the fresh ITF is spread westward. In addition, in a very recent paper, Tang    

et al. (2014) show that the monthly RMS difference with respect to Argo between 40◦ S and 20 

40◦ N for all Aquarius SSS data products (V2.0) can be reduced to below 0.2 PSU with   

some limitations. 

3.4.2 JAMSTEC data 

As in Tang et al. (2014), we use a monthly gridded data set of global oceanic salinity on      

1° × 1° grid processed and delivered by the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and 25 

Technology (JAMSTEC) (Hosoda et al., 2008). This product is derived from the use of the 
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optimal interpolation (OI) method that builds the gridded fields from ARGO floats, TRITON, 

and available CTD. 

The salinity values at 10 m depth from INDO12 are compared with the first level of JAM- 

STEC salinity at 10 dbar (∼ 10 m depth). 

The advantage of the monthly Aquarius data is the spatial coverage. Monthly JAMSTEC 5 

data does not cover the Indonesian Seas due to a lack of in-situ data. 

3.4.3 Results 

For both datasets, a negative bias exist in the Pacific region (Fig. 7) except near the Min-

danao loop current where a positive bias exist mainly in winter. It is more pronounced with 

the Aquarius dataset. We show that the probability density function (pdf) of SSS misfit is 10 

biased and non-symmetric which corroborates the fact that processes and/or water masses 

into the Pacific and Indian oceans are different. The biases relative to each dataset are con- 

sistent for the same coverage except in the northern Pacific (above 10◦ N) where SSS Aquar-

ius data  are probably polluted by strong RFI (Radio Frequency Interference), see Kim et     

al. (2014) and Le Vine et al. (2014). They are quite similar but stronger for Aquarius. In the 15 

Indian Ocean, a positive bias exists just after the ITF exit. It becomes negative near the   

Eastern Gyral Current (EGC) that flows eastward near 15◦ S. In the upper ocean, a strong 

salinity front exists between the fresh water from the ITF in the South Equatorial Current 

(SEC) and the salty subtropical waters (Menezes et al., 2013). Note also that the ITW joins 

the SEC and spreads westward in the Indian Ocean by advection and diffusion (Gordon et al., 20 

1997). 

Un-correlated biases near the west-Sumatra coast are located in the vicinity of many      

islands that could pollute the Aquarius signal. The RMSD (Root Mean Square Deviation) 

between JAMSTEC and INDO12 in this region is higher (Fig. 8) than the RMSD between 

Aquarius and INDO12. 25 

A strong negative bias (too fresh) exists in the South China Sea (SCS) which is more (in 

winter) or less (in summer) important depending on the season (not shown here). It could    

be related to an E-P bias in the ECMWF precipitation flux where the model simulation of 
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precipitation is particularly poor over Indonesia, (see Kidd et al., 2013; Dee et al., 2011). In  

a recent paper, Zeng et al. (2014) argue that the smaller LST is a plausible cause of the  

freshening in 2012. In our model, the too strong freshening could also be due to a too weak 

transport at Luzon. 

A positive bias exists in the southern tropical Indian Ocean except during April/May/June 5 

when the bias tends to be negative. There is a seasonal variation of the bias into the Pacific. 

In the interior domain, the bias is less pronounced and there is not a seasonal signal. 

RMSD and correlations in SSS between Aquarius and INDO12 are quite similar to those 

between JAMSTEC and INDO12 in the Pacific and Indian oceans. In the interior domain, 

RMSD/correlation (Fig. 8) between Aquarius and INDO12 are larger/smaller in the Java Sea 10 

(monsoon variability), in the Gulf of Thailand and in the Taiwan strait (probably due to land 

contamination). 

A region in the Indian Ocean (95◦ E–15◦ S) is characterized by a smaller correlation be-

tween both INDO12 and both dataset. It is certainly due to a systematic bias in the boundary 

conditions. This bias can be related to a lesser accuracy of MDT (Mean Dynamic Topog- 15 

raphy) (Rio et al., 2013) in the South Indian Ocean. Indeed, the MDT is involved in the   

process of SLA (Sea Level Anomalies) data assimilation in the parent ocean forecasting 

system. From Fig. 9 (left), we show that in the Indian Ocean, the three main opposite dif-

ferences (statistically significant) between the two datasets (uncorrelated biases) are in the 

Timor Sea, in the Andaman Sea and on the west-coast of Sumatra. These differences can     20 

be partially explained by the salinity interpolation errors shown on Fig. 9 (right) since the 

maximums are found at the same locations. The Timor Sea is mainly located on the con-

tinental shelf which would results in the large interpolation errors due to the absence of 

ARGO floats. An uncorrelated bias exists at the entrance of the Indonesian domain, in the 

Celebes Sea and corresponds to the maximum of the salinity interpolation errors. 25 

Due to the lack of JAMSTEC data in the interior domain, it is difficult to conclude on the 

quality of Aquarius data. Nevertheless, comparisons in the SCS (Sect. 3.5.3) have shown  

that the INDO12 model is fresher than the in-situ data at surface which is corroborated here 

with Aquarius data. 
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3.5 SST: comparisons to AMSR-E and Argo monthly data 

The SST of the Indonesian Seas is of major interest to air–sea interaction at regional and 5 

global scales (see for example Sanchez et al., 2008). This is due largely to the convection 

process. 

3.5.1 AMSR-E data 

We use the SST (Sea Surface Temperature) data retrieved from observations of the satellite 

microwave radiometer Advanced Microwave Scanning Radiometer on board EOS (AMSR- 10 

E). The advantage of using microwave data instead of infrared data is that the clouds’     

influence can be neglected. For this study, in order to be close to the horizontal resolution   

(1◦ × 1◦ ) of JAMSTEC (see above), we use the night-time monthly averages SST map       

(1° × 1°) from the AMSR-E version 7 SSTs (see www.remss.com). The TAO array shows 

AMSR-E to have very small biases (−0.03 ◦ C) and STD (0.41 ◦ C) (Gentemann et al., 2010). 15 

3.5.2 JAMSTEC data 

As in Tang et al. (2014), we use a monthly gridded data set of global oceanic temperature   

on 1° ×1° grid processed and delivered by the Japan Agency for Marine-Earth Science and 

Technology (JAMSTEC) (Hosoda et al., 2008). This product is derived from the use of the 

optimal interpolation (OI) method that builds the gridded fields from ARGO floats, TRITON, 20 

and available CTD. 

The temperature values at 10 m depth from INDO12 are used to compare with the first 

level of JAMSTEC temperature at 10 dbar (∼ 10 m depth). 

3.5.3 Results 
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Compared to both datasets, the SST in the model is too warm overall (Fig. 10). The SST   

bias is larger in the SCS where the influence of SCSTF is important (Qu et al., 2006)   

through the Luzon Strait. Positive biases are of similar amplitude between the two datasets  

 

and are mainly located in the Pacific region. This increased the confidence in the positive 5 

bias in the SCS and corroborates the negative bias in the SSS. A too weak deep-water     

overflow in the Luzon strait can also explained this large bias. Zhao et al. (2014) show that 

enhanced mixing in the SCS is a key process responsible for the density difference between 

the Pacific and SCS, which in turn drives the deep circulation in the Luzon Strait. 

There is only one important region where the INDO12 SST is significantly too cold, it is 10 

in the southern part of the INDO12 domain, i.e. in the southern tropical Indian Ocean. The 

negative bias relative to JAMSTEC is larger than the bias relative to AMSR-E as it is for the 

RMSD (Fig. 11). It is localized in the Eastern Gyral Current (EGC) that flows eastward near 

15◦ S, i.e., in the same region where a positive SSS bias exist (see previous section). In       

the Indonesian Archipelago, the SST bias relative to AMSR-E is slightly positive except in 15 

the Flores and Molluca Seas and in the Timor passage where the bias is slightly negative. 

The Timor passage is the only region where a non-correlated bias exists between the two 

datasets (Fig. 12a). It still corresponds to the maximum of the temperature interpolation  

errors (Fig. 12b) in JAMSTEC. The temporal correlation (Fig. 11) is rather high everywhere 

and consistent between two datasets. Only one region located near the Halmahera eddy      20 

and along the SEC seems less correlated. 

3.6 Volume transport (ITF and SCSTF) 

The Indonesian ThroughFlow (ITF) flow along three main routes (Sprintall et al., 2004) and  

a good representation is given in (Gordon et al., 2012; Fig. 1). 

The main western route is the flow taken by the North Pacific Subtropical Water coming 25 

from the North Equatorial Current (NEC) via the Mindanao Current through the Celebes  

Sea, along the Makassar Strait, into the Flores Sea and the Lombok or the Ombaï Strait     

into the Indian Ocean. In the South part of the Makassar Strait, only the upper thermo-     
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cline waters can flow southward into the Flores and Banda Seas due to the Dewakang sill 

(650 m). 

The second path is taken by the South Pacific sub-thermocline water, going from the 

South Equatorial Current (SEC) through the Maluku Sea and the Lifamatola Strait into       

the Banda Sea and further through the Ombaï Strait or the Timor Passage into the In-        5 

dian Ocean. The Lifamatola Strait, at 1940 m, regulates the flow of deep Pacific water into 

the interior Indonesian Seas. Talley and Sprintall (2005) show that the IIW (Intermediate 

Indonesian Water) attains most of its characteristics immediately downstream of the Lifam- 

atola Strait as a result of the diapycnal mixing of the intermediate Pacific Ocean  water  

masses. They also estimate a large total southward transport (∼ 3 Sv). Below 1250 m, the 10 

average volume transport through Lifamatola during INSTANT (about 1.5 years between 

January 2004 and July 2005) was 2.5 ± 1.5 Sv (van Aken et al., 2009). It is a fairly robust 

number with an uncertainty of ∼ 5 % below 1250 m which it is not the case above 1250 m 

with an uncertainty that exceeds 50 % (Gordon et al., 2010). Finally, the total transport 

measured by INSTANT (El-Niño period) below 200 m is 1.1 Sv. In our simulation (2008–15 

2013), the total transport is quite null and flows northward (1.6±3 Sv) below 1250 m with no 

inter-annual variability. Above 1250m, the net inflow is southward and varies with ENSO El-

Niño–Southern Oscillation). It is stronger during La-Niña and weaker during El-Niño. From 

Fig. 13, we show that the upper thermocline waters flow southward. The flow is northward 

between 400 and 1400 m. The only deep water flowing southward is located below 1400 m 20 

with a maximum near 1700 m depth in spite of the presence of an opposite flow on the east-

ern side of the strait. It is a strong discrepancy with measurements and can be attributed to  

the bathymetry located upstream of the strait or to the open boundary conditions. 

The SPSW (South Pacific Subtropical Water) from the SEC takes the third route through 

the Halmahera and Seram Seas and joins the second route waters in the Banda Sea. 25 

We consider the transport through the three major outflow passages of Lombok, Ombaï 

and Timor to determine the ITF transport estimates as in Sprintall et al. (2009). Table 2  gives 

absolute values of transport in each straits and total transport for the 2008–2013 simulated 

period compared to the INSTANT estimates (Gordon et al., 2010). The total value measured 
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by INSTANT (15 Sv) is stronger than in the model (12.4 Sv). This might be attributed to the 

prescribed ocean forcing fields given by the Mercator-Ocean Global Ocean Forecasting Sys-

tem at 1/4◦ (PSY3V3R3) and to an inaccurate bathymetry in the important straits. Also, IN-

STANT estimates and simulated INDO12 volume transports are not calculated over the same 

period withand therefore have different ENSO signals. 5 

Significant transport variability during the INSTANT period is linked to the ENSO and to the 

IOD (Indian Ocean Dipole) phenomena (Sprintall et al., 2009; Gordon et al., 2008; Van 

Sebille et al., 2014). The INSTANT estimates reveal also inter-annual fluctuation, see Ta-  

ble 1 of Gordon et al. (2010). Nevertheless, Sprintall and Revelard (2014) argue that the        

3 year time series alone is not sufficient to comprehensively resolve the inter-annual signal. 10 

In the INDO12 simulation, Fig. 14 shows that a strong inter-annual variability exists and is 

more or less pronounced depending both on locations and on competing ENSO/IOD events. 

In 2008 and 2013, ENSO and IOD signals wereare generally weak but the simulated ITF 

transports wereare among the largest in the period, particularly in Ombaï and Timor straits. In 

2011 and 2012, there is no ENSO event and a positive IOD, and it gives quite equivalent total 15 

transports. In 2009, the only El-Niño of the simulation period takes place and no IOD event; 

consequently, the weakest ITF transport of the period occurs that year. In 2010, La Niña 

coincides with a negative IOD. In this case, the ITF transport is reduced with the weakest 

transport in Ombaï and the negative IOD seems to prevail. In a recent paper, Sprintall and 

Revelard (2014) argue that Indian Ocean dynamics likely win out over the Pacific Ocean 20 

dynamics during concurrent ENSO and IOD events. Indeed, the ITF transport variability 

would be linked both to spatial patterns of SLA and to zonal wind stress anomalies. During 

concurrent La Niña and negative IOD events (e.g. 2010), a stronger SSH signature exists     

in both Pacific and Indian Oceans with higher SLA throughout the Indonesian Archipelago. 

In the same time, a westerly winds anomaly (September-December) in the tropical Indian 25 

Ocean would lead reverse the upper layer ITF transport (Lombok, Ombaï and Timor) via 

downwelling Kelvin waves. Whereas during a solo La Niña event, only a slight SLA imbal-

ance exists in the Pacific latitude bands around 5–10°. This leads to off-equatorial Rossby 
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waves which result in an increase in Timor volume transport as suggested by Mc Clean et  

al., 2005. Note that during the INDO12 simulation (2008-2013), there was no such event. 

In order to better compare the relative transport in each of the three exit straits, we give 

the ratio with regard to the total mean transport volume and compare them with INSTANT 

estimates (Gordon et al., 2010), see Table 2.  5 

On the one hand, this ratio (%) in the INDO12 simulation is very close to the INSTANT es-

timates values for the Lombok strait, but on the other hand this ratio is lower for the Ombaï 

strait and stronger in the TIMOR passage. However,if we compare the absolute volume trans-

port (Sv) in the Timor passage, it compares favorably to INSTANT estimates whereas the 

Ombaï strait transport is substantially weaker than INSTANT estimates, see also Fig. 14. In 10 

 a recent paper, Oke et al. (2013) found the same kind of differences with a longer reanalysis. 

The South China Sea ThroughFlow (SCSTF) affects the near surface flow in the Makas-

sar Strait (Qu et al., 2006). It leads to the subsurface maximum in the southward current of 

the Makassar Strait. Gordon et al. (2003b) have shown that the intrusion of freshwater from 

the SCS effectively inhibits the Makassar Strait surface water from freely flowing southward. 15 

As a consequence, the Indonesian throughflow (ITF) heat transport is significantly reduced 

during the northeast monsoon season. The Luzon strait is the major pathway between the 

SCS and the Pacific Ocean. The LST (Luzon Strait Transport) is estimated to be westward 

and about −4 ± 5.1 Sv at 120.75◦ E, (Hsin et al., 2012). In the INDO12 simulation, this vol-

ume transport is westward and around −0.4 Sv. This leads to a lack of salt water coming from 20 

the Pacific Ocean. Recent studies suggested different ways of improvement. Hulburt             

et al. (2011) shows that simulations are very sensitive to model resolution and to the accu-

racy of the topography and sill depths within the narrow straits in the Philippine archipelago. 

More recently, Zhao et al. (2014) show that the transport of the deep circulation increases 

with diapycnal diffusivity in the deep SCS and Luzon Strait. 25 

3.7 Water masses transformation 

In this section, we deal with the water masses transformation in the Indonesian Seas.          

We compare INDO12 T –S diagrams with WOA 2013 climatology and with parent model 
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(PSY3) in several sub-basins along the pathways within the Indonesian archipelago as in 

Koch-Larrouy et al. (2007), see Fig. 15. T –S diagrams of parent and INDO12 models are 

compared to INDOMIX CTD data in July 2010 (Koch-Larrouy et al., 2015). Model and cli-

matology (WOA2009) T –S diagrams are also compared to instantaneous data (WOD 2013) 

on both sides of Luzon Strait. 5 

In addition to these T –S diagrams, we highlight different biases into the MLD that give 

indications on upper ocean stratification. 

3.7.1 Comparisons with parent model and WOA2013 climatology 

Water masses from the INDO12 simulation (averaged all over the period from 2008 to 2013) 

are compared with those of the WOA 2013 climatology (Boyer et al., 2013) and with those  10 

of the parent model (PSY3V3R3) in main areas of water mass transformation, see Fig. 15.  

At the main entrance, the Mindanao Current drives the North Pacific water characterized 

by a salinity maximum (34.8 PSU), the North Pacific Subtropical Water (NPSW) and a mini-

mum of 34.2 PSU (North Pacific Intermediate Water, NPIW).Coming from the North Pacific, 

the NPSW is saltier in the INDO12 simulation than in the WOA2013 climatology.The NPIW 15 

and the surface water are fresher (Fig. 16a). 

South Pacific Subtropical Waters (SPSW) enter also into the Indonesian Seas and are 

characterized by a salinity maximum around 35.45 PSU. Compared to the WOA 2-013 cli-

matology, the SPSW in the INDO12 simulation are slightly too warm at the surface and at 

the sub-surface (Fig. 16b). 20 

Because open boundary conditions are close to the North and South Pacific Waters    

properties, the INDO12 and parent model (PSY3V3R3) differ from WOA 2013 climatology 

in the same way. 

When comparing TS diagram in the interiors seas between the regional model that        

includes tidal mixing to the parent model that does not include any additional mixing,         25 

we find that the tidal mixing of the SPSW has occurred before entering the Banda Sea     

(Fig. 17a,b,c). In the Banda, Seram and Timor regions, the North and the South Pacific    
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subtropical salinity maximums are strongly attenuated in the INDO12 simulation. It is not   

the case for the parent simulation. 

 

In particular, the SPSW salinity maximum is strongly eroded from its entrance in the 

Halmahera Sea and vanishes already in the Seram Sea as noted by Koch-Larrouy                  5 

et al. (2007). The tidal mixing strongly improves the water masses. However, there are 

still some biases between the climatology and the INDO12 simulation that could come from 

observed biases at the entrance of the domain. 

During their residence in the Indonesian archipelago, the incoming Pacific waters are 

transformed to produce a unique water mass associated with a unique homohaline tropical 10 

stratification (34.58 PSU, below 20 ◦ C), see T /S diagrams in the Timor region on Fig. 18. In 

the Timor and Banda regions, at the surface there is a strong freshening compared to the 

climatology. But comparisons do not take into account the inter-annual variability and some 

disparities exist depending on the year (Figs. 8 and 12). This freshening is not observed at  

the entrance of the Indonesian domain (NPW). It is due to the Surface fresh water coming 15 

from the Java Sea water that represents the major freshwater input (70 %, Koch-Larrouy      

et al., 2008). Moreover, a too strong freshening is observed in the model (see Sects. 3.7.3  

and 3.4.1). Surface water of Makassar strait and Flores Sea are lower than 33.8 PSU. It         

is certainly due to a lack of salt water coming from the Pacific Ocean, see Sects. 3.6 and 

3.7.3. This behavior is enhanced in 2011 (Fig. 18) when the LST is the strongest (−1.19 Sv) 20 

in the INDO12 simulation. The effect of a too strong mixing in the Banda Sea (Fig. 17b) can 

also enhance the too strong freshening at the surface. 

Comparing the model over a limited period of time to a climatology that suffers from a lack 

of data to properly represent inter-annual variability and regional rapid changes between    

the seas of the archipelago, is an imperfect exercise to validate the model. Fortunately, the 25 

INDOMIX cruise occurred during the period of our simulation, providing a unique dataset to 

validate the model. 

3.7.2 Comparisons with CTD from INDOMIX campaign 
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The INDOMIX cruise (July 2010, Koch-Larrouy et al., 2015) recovers in-situ measurements 

in one of the most energetic section for internal tides through the Halmahera Sea and 

the Ombaï strait. Classical fine-scale CTD/LADCP measurements have been performed 

together with micro-structure measurements at five locations, two at the entrance of the 

Halmahera Sea (S0, S1), two in the Halmahera Sea (S2, S3), one in the Banda Sea (S4) 5 

and two (S5a/S5b) in the Ombaï strait (Fig. 19). 

Koch-Larrouy et al. (2007) argued that the vertical mixing due to internal tides of the 

SPSW occurs mainly within the Halmahera and Seram Seas before entering the Banda      

Sea. 

In the following section, we compared instantaneous INDOMIX profiles (July 2010) to 10 

parent model (daily mean) and to the INDO12 simulation (hourly instantaneous) profiles.  

We see that before entering the Halmahera Sea (Fig. 20/S0), a maximum of salinity is     

present, and is in better agreement with observations in INDO12 simulation compared to    

the parent model. The combined effect of the horizontal resolution and explicit tides has        

a crucial role. The INDO12 model exhibits a zigzag shape profile that suggests intense    15 

lateral mixing probably produces by the explicit tides. 

In the Halmahera strait (Fig. 20/S1), the salinity maximum has already been reduced both 

in the observations and in the simulations. The vertical mixing seems to be too strong in the 

INDO12 simulations since the mixed layer is too salty and the lower thermocline is warmer 

and fresher. It is in better agreement with observation than the parent model that exhibits 20 

strong salinity a maximum. 

At the S2 and S3 locations in the Halmahera Sea (Fig. 20), T /S profiles display tem-

perature and salinity structure with "wiggles" and step features in the thermocline (more 

pronounced than in S1 location). Ffield and Robertson (2008) found a similar temperature 

fine structures associated to the straits, the shallow shelves, and the proximity of the shelf- 25 

slope boundary in the Indonesian Seas. This phenomenon seems to be amplified during      

the windy JJA Southeast Monsoon time period when the upper thermocline is less stratified, 

especially during La Niña years that which corresponds to July 2010. They associated this 

temperature fine structure with internal wave activity that can be a precursor to turbulent 
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vertical mixing. It is not clear if the horizontal and vertical resolution of INDO12 prevents 

the reproduction of this wave activity or if it occurs slightly away of the station location. 

As in S1, the mixing seems too strong since the mixed layer is too salty and the lower 

thermocline is warmer and fresher. 

INDO12 T /S diagrams compare quite well with the INDOMIX data in the Banda Sea 5 

(S4). It is the result of the mixing and the advection of water masses coming from the Java 

and the Flores Seas. In the Ombaï strait (S5), INDO12 fits very well with the INDOMIX data 

below the pycnocline. The NPIW (density 26.5) seems to be well mixed in the observations, 

certainly by isopycnal mixing but it is no the case in the INDO12 simulation where the NIPW 

signature is still present. 10 

Finally, all T /S diagrams in the interior domain show that the parent model has definitively 

not enough efficient vertical mixing and that a higher resolution model including explicit 

tides is needed to mix correctly Pacific waters in the Indonesian Archipelago. 

It is also interesting to know where are located the most important bias and errors in         

the vertical. This gives an additional indication about the upper ocean stratification. In 15 

Fig.21(a,b,c,d), most of the salinity biases for INDO12 show two significant maximums,       

a negative bias in the mixed layer (0-50 m) and a positive bias at 150-200 m depth. The  

model is fresher than the observations in the lower thermocline where salty waters from 

SPSW penetrate into the Indonesian Seas. Moreover, this twice as large for S0 (Fig.21a) as 

for S1, S2 and S3 (Fig21b,c,d). As previously mentioned, this indicates that an excessively 20 

strong mixing occurs in the Halmahera strait and the Seram Sea. The Parent model show       

a systematic negative bias over the whole water column for salinity with two pronounced 

peaks near the SPSW penetration and in the mixed layer. Except in S0 where two peaks  

exist, maximum errors (RMSD) are found below the mixed layer depth (near 100 m), i.e in 

the upper thermocline. In S4 (Fig21e), a positive salinity bias exists only in the mixed layer 25 

depth for INDO12 whereas in S5 (Fig21.e) a slight salty bias exists over the whole water 

column with a maximum in the upper thermocline. For temperature, except in S0, INDO12 

temperature at S1, S2 and S3 are too warm (negative bias) down to 300 m depth, i.e in        

the lower thermocline. Below 600 m depth, a cold bias exists (positive) with a gradually in-
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crease at S2 (Fig21c). In S4 (Banda Sea), it is quite different since two opposite biases exist 

in the lower and upper thermocline and no more significant positive bias for deep layers. As 

previously mentionned, the NIPW signature is present at S5 location (Fig.21f) with a larger 

bias near 800 m depth but with also a larger variability since the RMSD is larger. 

3.7.3 Comparisons with CTD from INDOMIX campaign 5 

Comparisons of INDO12 simulations and WOA 2009 climatology collocated with real in-situ 

profiles (WOD 2013) have been done in on both sides of the Luzon strait for the autumn 

2013 (October-December). We focus on the SCS region that is connected to the Pacific 

Ocean through the Luzon strait in the northern part. In the southern part of the basin, the 

region links with the Java Sea through the Karimata Strait, and with the Sulu Sea through 10 

mainly through the Mindoro Strait. The fresh SCS water entering the Java Sea through the 

Karimata Strait inhibits the warm surface water from the Pacific flowing southward in the 

Makassar Strait during the boreal winter (Gordon et al., 2003b; Qu et al., 2006; Tozuka        

et al., 2007). As the Makassar throughflow amounts to 80 % of the total ITF, the SCS effect 

is a major contributor to the overall variability of the ITF vertical structure. Whereas that the 15 

Karimata transport is mostly seasonal (Fang et al., 2010), the circulation of the SCS demon-

strates an inter-annual variation related to the ENSO. Gordon et al. (2012) suggest that the 

building of a “freshwater plug” in the western Sulawesi Sea (via the Sibutu passage) during 

prolonged El Niño periods inhibits the Mindanao surface layer injection into the Makassar 

Strait. On the contrary, during La Niña the “freshwater plug” is dissipated which leads to the 20 

penetration of surface water from the tropical Pacific Ocean. 

On both sides of the Luzon strait (Figs. 22), the INDO12 model tends to be fresher mainly 

at the surface. This indicates that not enough Pacific waters enter into the SCS and it       

corroborates the too weak volume transport of thermocline waters observed at the Luzon 

strait, see Sect. 3.6. The INDO12 model (Fig. 22a) show NPSW and NPIW already shown 25 

previously (Fig. 16a) and it is quite close to observations. In the SCS (Fig. 22b), the INDO12 

model is too fresh. T /S profiles shows that vertical mixing acts by disrupting the NPSW but 

in a too strong way by the INDO12 model. The SCS region is known as a place where the 
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representation and the localization of internal waves and their associated vertical mixing is 

still difficult to quantify. Recently Alford et al. (2015) made new measurements in the Luzon 

strait to better understand the formation of the world’s strongest known internal waves. 

As in the previous section, the bias and the RMSD of salinity and temperature are shown 

on both sides of the Luzon strait, see Fig 23a,b. On the Eastern side of Luzon strait   5 

(Fig.23a), salinity biases are mainly located in the first 50 meters and are significant for the 

INDO12 model only. After the Luzon Strait, salinity biases are larger and spread deeper 

down to 200 m for the INDO12 model only. The climatology seems to have no significant 

biases and RMSD of salinity is equivalent for the climatology and the INDO12 model. For 

temperature biases, opposite biases exist for the INDO12 models and in a lesser extend for 10 

the WOA 2009 climatology. From too cold (positive bias) on the Eastern side of the Luzon 

strait, the sea surface temperature becomes too warm (negative bias) on its western side     

and systematically too cold from the upper thermocline to the bottom. It is not the case for 

the WOA 2009 climatology that is systematically too cold (positive bias) over the whole 

water column. 15 

4  Summary 

The INDESO operational system has been designed to monitor the evolution of the circula- 

tion, biogeochemistry and fish population dynamics within the Indonesian Seas. Practically, 

INDESO addresses the needs of the Balitbang KP for a complete new oceanographic     cen-

tre in Perancak, Bali, from the building to the computer systems, the satellite antenna, and  20 

the transfer of expertise to the Indonesian experts. Since mid-September 2014, the entire 

system (Ocean, Biogeochemistry and Fish population dynamics) is fully operational in Per-

ancak (see http://www.indeso.web.id) and delivers 10 day forecast/two weeks hindcast on     

a weekly basis. In order to validate the ocean physic, the INDO12 model based on NEMO    

2.3 was integrated during 7 years (2007–2013).).). This period is fairly short but it was the  25 

longest operational period able to be constrained by the global ocean forecasting system at 

1/4◦ (PSY3V3R3). 
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Overall, the mean circulation induced by the main equatorial and coastal currents (i.e., 

NGCC, SEC, NECC, SJC etc.) is well reproduced by the INDO12 ocean model. Except       

in coastal regions, the EKE from INDO12 and the EKE derived from altimeter data share    

the same patterns. On both sides of the Luzon strait, the weak EKE values from INDO12 5 

corroborates the weak SCSTF. The model estimations of complex elevation amplitudes 

(amplitude and phase) agree reasonably well with the TOPEX/POSEIDON, JASON 1 and 

JASON2 crossover observations, with better agreement for the diurnal constituents K1 than 

the semidiurnal constituent M2. A power-spectrum analysis of the hourly SSH from Tide 

gauges and from simulated moorings shows that the model is in very good agreement with 10 

the observations at low frequencies. It confirms that tides are a dominant forcing in the area, 

and that the tidal current is dominated by the diurnal (O1 and K1) and semidiurnal (M2 and 

S2) frequencies. The non-linear constituents (higher harmonics) contain less energy in the 

INDO12 model than the observations due to a lesser accuracy of non-linear processes near 

the coast. Compared to two different SST datasets, one from space (AMSR-E) and one from 15 

an in-situ product (JAMSTEC), an overall warm bias exists and it is quite equivalent between 

the two datasets. It is also consistent with the SSS bias (fresh bias). Stronger values of the 

SST biases are located in the SCS. Only one region is too cold, it is in the southern tropical 

Indian Ocean. In the Indonesian Archipelago, it is difficult to discern a general trend due to 

the large interpolation errors and the lack of data. 20 

We need to improve the large discrepancy in the SCS both for SSS and SST that are      

influenced both locally by the monsoons and remotely by the SCSTF/ITF. As mentioned by 

Qu et al. (2009), despite the considerable progress that has been made in the past years,      

our understanding of the SCSTF is far from complete. They also pointed out that Mindoro 

strait can play a significant role by shifting the NEC bifurcation (Mindanao Eddy) and then 25 

the Kurushio intrusion. This enhances the importance to have realistic Pacific open bound-

ary conditions which influences the position of the Mindanao Eddy. We show that monthly 

SSS from space (Aquarius V3.0) and from an in-situ product (JAMSTEC) are quite consis-

tent. This shows that the INDO12 model SSS is too low in the SCS and it corroborates the 
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too weak volume transport of thermocline waters observed in the Luzon strait. A positive 

bias exists in the southern tropical Indian Ocean (95◦ E–15◦ S) where a smaller correla-     

tion between both INDO12 and both the observation datasets exist. It is certainly due to         

a systematic bias in the Eastern boundary conditions related to a lesser accuracy of the   

MDT. 5 

Zhao et al. (2014) show that the enhanced mixing in the SCS is a key process responsible 

for the density difference between the Pacific and the SCS, which in turn drives the deep 

circulation in the Luzon Strait. 

The relative volume transport in the three major outflow passages in the INDO12 simula-

tion is very close to one calculated from the INSTANT estimates. There is still an imbalance 10 

between the Timor strait (too strong) and the Ombaï strait (too weak). The LST is West- 

ward but still too weak. It could be due to the model resolution and to the accuracy of the 

topography in the Philippine archipelago as suggested by Hulburt et al. (2011). In a recent 

study, Zhao et al. (2014) argue that an increase of the diapycnal diffusivity in the deep SCS 

and the Luzon Strait enhances the transport of the deep circulation. A strong discrepancy 15 

exists between the few existing measurements and the INDO12 simulation in the Lifamatola 

strait. As for the LST, it might be attributed to the bathymetry located upstream of the strait 

but also to the prescribed ocean forcing fields given by the Operational Ocean Forecasting 

System at 1/4◦ (PSY3V3R3). This could also explain the fact that the total transport in the 

INDO12 model is lower. Note also that the INSTANT estimates and the simulated INDO12 20 

volume transports are not calculated over the same period (different ENSO/IOD signals).  

The model is forced by explicit tides, which are able to generate part of the total internal 

tides energy. Accordingly to Niwa and Hibiya (2011), only 60 % of the baroclinic energy can 

be generated with a 1/12◦ model. The model is also forced by an existing parameterization   

of the mixing (Koch-Larrouy et al., 2007). The resulting vertical mixing is able to erode the 25 

South and North Pacific subtropical waters salinity maximum as seen in the TS diagrams. 

Compared to climatologies, the inflow coming from North Pacific seems too salty for NPSW 

and too fresh in surface for NPIW, the inflow coming from South Pacific seems too salty   

and too warm in surface and sub-surface. The SPSW salinity maximum is strongly eroded 
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from its entrance in the Halmahera Sea and vanishes in the Seram Sea. A too fresh surface 

water mass coming from the SCS throughflow and also a too strong mixing in the Banda   

Sea could explain a strong surface freshening into the Timor water masses. Nevertheless,    

an inter-annual variability exists depending on the year. 

Compared to data collected during the INDOMIX cruise, an excessively strong vertical   5 

mixing occurs in the INDO12 model into the Halmahera Sea which is not able to reproduce 

the observed "wiggles" and step features in the thermocline. On the other hand, TS profiles  

fit quite well in the Banda Sea and the Ombaï strait. Finally, all T /S diagrams in the Indone-

sian Archipelago show that the parent model has definitively not enough efficient vertical 

mixing and that a higher resolution model including explicit tides is needed to mix correctly 10 

the Pacific waters in the Indonesian Archipelago. 

Compared to WOD (2013) in-situ data, the INDO12 model tends to be fresher mainly     

at the surface in the SCS. This confirms what it has been previously observed in the SCS  

with SSS and SST satellite data. It is certainly the consequence of a too weak transport of 

Pacific water at the Luzon strait. 15 

Different possible ways of improving the INDO12 model can be suggested. A recent and 

better tidal forcing (FES 2012), see Carrere and Lyard (2012) could improve tidal cur-    

rents. New boundary conditions from the 1/12◦ global ocean forecasting model are also 

planned and should be more consistent (same horizontal resolution and same bathymetry).   

In addition, the new 1/12◦ global ocean forecasting system will start from the WOA 2013 20 

climatology. This new initialization should improve the deeper T/S biases found in the In-

donesian Archipelago where there is not enough observation data to efficiently constrain    

the model with the data assimilation system. They could give us some indications of the 

Mindanao Eddy influence on the LST. Next developments should also include an improved 

bathymetry in major straits (entrance and exit). A specific study on vertical mixing induced 25 

by internal waves is necessary in order to improve the current tidal mixing parameterization. 

Finally, although the ITF has a major impact on the global ocean circulation and climate 

variability, there are still too few measurements in the Indonesian Archipelago. 
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Code and Data Availability 

The INDO12 configuration is based on the NEMO2.3 version developed at Mercator  Ocean. 

All specificities included in the NEMO code version 2.3 are now freely available in the re-

cent version NEMO 3.6, see the NEMO web site http://www.nemo-ocean.eu.  

The INDO12/NEMO2.3 configuration and all the input files used in the present paper are 5 

available upon request (please contact benoit.tranchant@cls.fr). 

World Ocean Database and World Ocean Atlas are available at https://www.nodc.noaa. gov. 

Aquarius data L3 (V3.0) data are available at http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataaccess. AMSR 

data are produced by Remote Sensing Systems and sponsored by the NASA Earth Science 

MEaSUREs DISCOVER Project and the NASA AMSR-E Science Team. Data are available 10 

at www.remss.com. JAMSTEC data are available at http://www.jamstec.go.jp/ 

ARGO/argo_web/prod/oi_prs_e.html 
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Captions: 20 

Table 1. Sill depths (m) of the key straits and passages in the Indonesian seas from the scien-

tific literature and those used in INDO12. 

 

Table 2. Mean volume transport in the ITF (Sv and Ratio) for Lombok strait, Ombaï strait 

and Timor passages. Mean values from INSTANT (2004–2006) and from the INDO12 simu-25 

lation (2008–2013). 

 

 

 

Figure 1. Bathymetry (in meters) of the INDO12 configuration (latitudes: 20° S–25° N and 30 

longitudes: 90°–145° E) based on ETOPOV2g/GEBCO1 + in-house adjustments in straits of 

major interest. Three ITF exits are indicated in red. Main straits/passages are indicated in 

white. 

http://www.nemo-ocean.eu/
https://www.nodc.noaa/
http://podaac.jpl.nasa.gov/dataaccess
http://www.jamstec.go.jp/
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Figure 2. Mean circulation at surface (16 m depth) during boreal winter or DJF (left) and 

boreal summer or JJA (right) during the 2008–2013 period. 

 

Figure 3. Mean circulation at 100 m (up) and 300 m (bottom) during boreal winter or DJF 5 

(left) and boreal summer or JJA (right) during the 2008–2013 period. 

 

Figure 4. Mean EKE (m2 .s−2 ) derived from altimetric data (AVISO products) (left) from 

INDO12 (right) for 2010–2013 period. EKE from altimetry is not reliable within a band of 5◦ 

on both sides of the equator due to geostrophic approximation. 10 

 

Figure 5. Surface tidal elevation complex differences at crossing points between TPX/J1/J2 

and FES2012 (left) and INDO12 (right) symbolized by squares. Surface tidal elevation com-

plex differences between tide gauges and FES2012 (left) and INDO12 (right) symbolized by 

circles. Units are in cm. M2 (top) and K1 (bottom) tidal components. 15 

 

Figure 6. Power spectral density of the SSH for the model (red solid line) and for Tide gauges 

(blue solid line) at different locations (a: Padang (East-Sumatra), b: Vung Tau (SCS/South 

Vietnam) and c: Malakal (Pacific)) calculated during 2009–2012 period. Right panel is a 

zoom of the left panel. 20 

 

Figure 7. Mean bias (PSU) of the INDO12 SSS (monthly means) relative to Aquarius L3 

(V3.0) (top) and JAMSTEC (ARGO+TRITON+CTD) (bottom) from August 2011 to De-

cember 2013. 

 25 

Figure 8. RMSD (top) and correlation (bottom) of INDO12 SSS with respect to Aquarius 

(left) and JAMSTEC (ARGO+TRITON+CTD) (right) monthly map from August 2011 to 

December 2013. 

 

Figure 9. Mean temporal correlation between the (INDO12-Aquarius) SSS bias and the (IN-30 

DO12-JAMSTEC) SSS bias and salinity interpolation error of JAMSTEC 

(ARGO+TRITON+CTD) calculated from August 2011 to December 2013. 
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Figure 10. Mean bias (◦ C) of the INDO12 SST (monthly means) relative to AMSR-E (V7.0) 

(top) and JAMSTEC (ARGO+TRITON+CTD) (bottom) for the years 2008–2010. 

 

Figure 11. RMSD (top) and correlation (bottom) of INDO12 SST with respect to AMSR-E 

(left) and JAMSTEC (ARGO+TRITON+CTD) (right) calculated from monthly means 5 

(2008–2010). 

 

Figure 12. Mean temporal correlation between the (INDO12-AMSR-E) SST bias and the 

(INDO12-JAMSTEC) SST bias (a) and temperature interpolation error of JAMSTEC 

(ARGO+TRITON+CTD) (b) calculated from 2008 to 2010. 10 

 

Figure 13. Mean of the along-strait velocity (m/s) in the Lifamatola Strait (2008–2013). Con-

tour (dashed lines) means a negative value (Southward flow). Contour (solid lines) means a 

positive value (Northward flow). 

 15 

Figure 14. Model volume transport (Sv) into 3 main exits: Lombok (red), Ombaï (Brown), 

Timor (green) at different years. The Instant estimates (2004–2006) are shaded. 

 

Figure 15. Main areas of water mass transformation. Color shading indicates salinity at 92 m 

depth. 20 

 

Figure 16. T /S diagrams from INDO12 simulation (green line) averaged on the Pacific North 

area (a) and the South Pacific area (b) and compared to climatologies WOA 2009 (dotted 

line) and PSY3V3R3 (yellow) in 2012. Salinity (PSU) and Temperature (◦ C) are plotted 

along x and y axes respectively. 25 

 

Figure 17. T /S diagrams from INDO12 simulation (blue line) averaged on different areas, (a) 

Halmahera strait and Seram Sea, (b) Banda sea and Makassar Strait, (c) Flores Sea and Timor 

passage compared to climatologies WOA 2013 (red dotted line) and PSY3V3R3 (yellow 

line) for the 2008–2013 period. Salinity (PSU) and Temperature (◦ C) are plotted along x and 30 

y axes respectively. 

 

Figure 18. T /S diagrams from INDO12 simulation (blue line) averaged on the Timor region 

and compared to climatologies WOA 2013 (red dotted line) and PSY3V3R3 (yellow line) for 

years 2008 to 2013. Salinity (PSU) and Temperature (◦ C) are plotted along x and y axes 35 

respectively. 

 

Figure 19. Locations of CTD moorings during the INDOMIX campaign (July 2010). 

 

Figure 20. Collocated T /S diagrams to INDOMIX data (red) from hourly fields of INDO12 40 

simulation (dark blue) and from daily mean fields of parent model (PSY3) (green) in July 

2010 at all mooring locations. Salinity (PSU) and Temperature (◦ C) are plotted along x and y 

axes respectively. 
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Figure 21a. Bias and RMSD of salinity (up) and temperature (bottom) between INDOMIX 

data and INDO12 (blue line) and parent model PSY3 (green line) at S0 location. Data are 

binned in 25m depth intervals for the first 100 meter depth and in 50 m depth interval for 

deeper layers. 5 

 

Figure 21b. Bias and RMSD of salinity (up) and temperature (bottom) between INDOMIX 

data and INDO12 (blue line) and parent model PSY3 (green line) at S1 location. Data are 

binned in 25m depth intervals for the first 100 meter depth and in 50 m depth interval for 

deeper layers. 10 

 

Figure 21c. Bias and RMSD of salinity (up) and temperature (bottom) between INDOMIX 

data and INDO12 (blue line) and parent model PSY3 (green line) at S2 location. Data are 

binned in 25m depth intervals for the first 100 meter depth and in 50 m depth interval for 

deeper layers. 15 

 

Figure 21d. Bias and RMSD of salinity (up) and temperature (bottom) between INDOMIX 

data and INDO12 (blue line) and parent model PSY3 (green line) at S3 location. Data are 

binned in 25m depth intervals for the first 100 meter depth and in 50 m depth interval for 

deeper layers. 20 

 

Figure 21e. Bias and RMSD of salinity (up) and temperature (bottom) between INDOMIX 

data and INDO12 (blue line) and parent model PSY3 (green line) at S4 location. Data are 

binned in 25m depth intervals for the first 100 meter depth and in 50 m depth interval for 

deeper layers. 25 

 

Figure 22. Collocated T –S diagrams to in-situ data (red) from INDO12 simulation (blue) and 

from climatology WOA2009 (green) on both sides of the Luzon strait (purple square) from 

October to December 2013. Salinity (PSU) and Temperature (◦ C) are plotted along x and y 

axes respectively. 30 

 

Figure 23a. Bias and RMSD of salinity between real data (WOD 2013) and INDO12 (blue) 

and WOA 2009 (green) on both sides of Luzon strait (purple squares) from October to De-

cember 2013. Data are binned in 50m depth intervals for the first 200 meters and in 100 m 

depth interval for deeper layers. 35 

 

Figure 23b. Bias and RMSD of temperature between real data (WOD 2013) and INDO12 

(blue) and WOA 2009 (green) on both sides of Luzon strait (purple squares)  from October to 

December 2013. Data are binned in 50m depth intervals for the first 200 meters and in 100 m 

depth interval for deeper layers. 40 


